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Abstract 
In view of basic BP network lower convergence rate and easily to sink into the partial minimum insufficiency, this 
paper combines GA with BP to establish the model. The model makes use of GA are powerful approaches to solve 
global optimization problems, and construct anagenesis neural networks model. Based on the characteristics of the 
purification of materials, this method about GA-BP network is proposed to predict the purification of materials, test 
results show that it has better local approximation and generalization capabilities when appropriate numbers and 
parameters of the GA-BP are chosen. 
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1. Introduction 
Molecular distillation is also called short-path distillation, which belongs to a special high vacuum 
liquid-liquid separation technique [1], distributed into three classes: the down-film molecular distillation,
wiped film distillation and centrifugal fine vacuum molecule distillation[2],but the wiped film distillation 
is a member of the distillation of the more extensive application in industry. Molecular distillation has the 
features of high vacuum degree,heating short,low temperature distillation and no-bubbling[3], especially 
suitable for the separation of substance with low extracting temperature, high molecule weight, high 
boiling points,high viscosity,heat sensitive,biological activity. This technique can be used to solve the 
problems that can not be solved by conventional method.  
The extraction method of natural vitamin E can be divided into the following several classes[4]:
solvent extraction, chemical transformation, ion exchange, molecular distillation. The method of the 
extraction process is quite simple,but recovery and contents of most elements are very low ,so  the 
significance of the implement to industrialization.The purpose of chemical conversion is to make the 
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impurity become ease of separation ,chiefly fatty acid, then extract vitamin E in combination with other 
technology. There are the saponification, the precipitate and the esterific,etc, which are relatively mature 
technology in chemical conversion. The characteristics of ion exchange are milder work-up procedure, 
low requirement on equipment, low investment. However, on the understanding of high technical 
requirement and quite complex process, the pretreatment technology is needed to transform raw materials 
basing on the chemical conversion methods. Molecular distillation that is mature but relatively high 
consumption is generally adopted by home and abroad. Molecular distillation has advantages of low 
consume solventˈ low operation temperatureˈhigh separation degree and short heating time in 
separation process[5].Consequently,this paper extracts vitamin E by this method. 
2. Establishment of GA-BP network model 
2.1 Workflow to the algorithmic 
Genetic - algorithm - optimized neural network includes three parts[6-7]: BP neural networks, Genetic 
Algorithm Optimization, prediction with BP Neural Network.In the part of BP neural networks, the 
determination of the structure of BP bases on the number of the parameters of fitting function,then define 
algorithm length. Weight value and threshold of BP neural network based optimization is used to 
optimize the path of the genetic algorithm. Each individual in species contains all weight values and 
thresholds of a network . Adaptive value of function was calculated by the individual fitness function. 
The best individual is found by the choosing, crossing and variation operation. In prediction with BP 
Neural Network , initializing the weight value and threshold is gained by genetic algorithm. a predictive 
output function is obtained after Network Training. As shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. GA-BP flow chart 
 
The detailed steps: 
step1 randomly generate a set of weights of the networks (chromosome). 
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step2 perform the following operation for model of each training samples. 
step2.1 error between the actual output and the expected output of the output layer in the positive 
operation condition. 
step2.2 a genetic algorithm is used to produce a new generation groups. 
step2.2.1 to calculate the value of adaptive function of chromosome. 
step2.2.2 the selection of solution vector to participate in to generate next generation in accordance 
with chromosome proportion. 
step2.2.4 selecting randomly to a component from alternate parts perform a cross; reserving one vector 
with large adaptive value and discarding the other, then produce a new generation groups. 
step3 the threshold for every node in network is calculated with back error of BP. 
step4 the step4 is repeated until Euclidian distance ,which belongs to two vectors with highest adaptive 
value between k and k+1groups, is less than a given arbitrarily small value . 
2.2 Realization of BP neural network 
1) Establishment of neural network model 
BP(Back Propagation) network is a three layers feedforward neural network(input layer,hidden 
layer,output layer). Forward-propagating and back error transfer are composed of the learning process of 
BP neural network. Firstly, in the process of forward-propagating, input information is treated with 
hidden layers and pass to output layer. The state of each layer neuron only affectes the next one. If the 
desired result could not received, the error change of output should be calculated. Then ,in the process of 
back error transfer, the error between the actual value and output returns along the previous access of 
jointing, and altering the jointing weight decrease from error. Finally , returning to forward-propagating, 
count again and again like this until the error are less than the set value. 
In this thesis, three-layer BP network model is selected . Nonlinear function fitting has 6 input 
parameters and 1 input parameters .The hidden layer choose 9 nodes that is calculated based on the 
equation of formula (1). 
 
0h in n n k                (1) 
Where, n0 is the number of output layer; ni is the number of input layer; k is constant between1and10; nh is 
the number of hidden layer. 
Transfer function of hidden layer and output layer adopts to Sigmoid function in neural network, 
namely 
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2) Genetic algorithm optimization of BP network initial weights 
Genetic - algorithm - optimized neural network is to find the most preferable connection weight and 
NN structure. This article set the hidden layer with 1and there is no connection between the same layer 
nodes. For the reason that model sample has decided nodes input and output, optimized NN structure is 
primarily to optimize connection weight. 
Genetic algorithm is the best way to find the key to the problem abased on natural selection and 
genetics. The introduction of evolutionism ( bad the eliminating of superior into danish method ,survival 
of the fittest ) into coherent phase-coded forming group and screening according to adaptive value of 
function and a series of operation can retain the individual of high adaptive value to form new groups. the 
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fitness keeps going up till extreme conditions are met. Meanwhile, the individual with the highest 
adaptive value is the optimality conditions of parameter that need to be optimized[8-9]. 
Neural network deign and training cover a very large volume of space to make a search, in which there 
may be not a little local optima. This creates some difficulties for traditional BP algorithm. 
However,genetic algorithm is fit for massively parallel and can find out global optimum in great 
probability. This paper mainly optimizes initial weights by genetic algorithm. Specific measures as 
follows. 
Firstly, using the genetic algorithm produces optimal initial value in random points and taking this 
value for initial weights of BP algorithm and network training of BP algorithm. The evolution of the 
linking weights of networks is using genetic algorithm to study connection weight with topological 
structure (coding linking weights, evolution to find optimum value). Joint type of neuron including the 
number of hidden layer ,the number of hidden layer neuron, inter-scale, across evolutionary time, is fixed. 
2.3 Realization of genetic algorithm[10] 
The elements of genetic-algorithm-optimized neural network include population initialization, adaptive 
function,selection and duplicate, crossover and variation. 
1)  population initialization:  
This method utilizes real number coding. Every one is a string of real number: the linking weights 
between input layer and hidden layer, threshold of hidden layer, the linking weights between input layer 
and hidden layer, threshold value of output layer. Individual includes all weights and threshold of neural 
networks. If the structure of network topology is completely known, the neural networks could be decided 
whose structure weights threshold is also ascertained.
2) adaptive function˖
the individual has initial weight and thresholds of BP neural network. The output of predictive system 
based on BP neural network is trained with training data ,taking the sum E of error absolute value 
between the forecast output and the expected output for the individual fitness value. The equation to 
calculate is 
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Where, n is the number of output nodes, yi is the expected output of the i node of BP neural network, oi is 
the predictive output of the i node of BP neural network, k is coefficient. 
3)  selection and duplicate:  
The method of the selection of genetic algorithm includes roulette, championship, etc. We adopt 
roulette that is also called selection strategy of the fitness proportion. The probability selected of every 
one pi is 
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Where,Fi is the adaptive value of i , Application of derivative on the adaptive value before selecte is to 
have small value . k is coefficient, N is the number of the individuals.     
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The operation of duplicate is the process in which individual string with great vitality generates new 
groups and duplicate basing on the adaptive value of string. The string having high adaptive value is more 
likely to generate one or more descendants. It imitates natural phenomenon and uses the Darwinian theory 
of survival of the fittest. The process is as follows. In the first instance, basing on fitness of every 
chromosome, the number of hope existence Ni in the next generation is selected with formula (5), 
so
1
N
i
i
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¦ are selected. Then the fitness 'iF is calculated with formula (6). Finally, the left 
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Where, [ ]is taking the floor. 
4) Crossover:
The crossover operation adopts the real number crossover because individual adopts real number 
coding. The chromosome ak and al do crossover in j˖ 
' (1 )
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Where ,b is the random between 0 and 1. 
5) Variation :
The gene j of individual i which is defined aij is variated: 
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Where, amax is the upper bound of gene, amin is the lower bound, f(g)˙r2(1-g/Gmax),r2 is a random 
number,g is the iteration times, Gmax is the evolutionary number, r is the random between 0 and 1. 
3. The predicting model and simulation of purity of natural vitamin E based on GA-BP 
3.1 The training model 
The input vector stands for main factors influencing natural vitamin E purity, respectively. The input 
vector is X={x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6}. Where , x1 is feed-in temperature in predicated cycle;x2 is the temperature 
of distillation in predicated cycle; x3 is vacuum; x4 is distillation time; x5 is the weight of materials; x6is
free interval. The output vector is the purity natural vitamin E. {y} represents output vector. As shown in 
Figure 2, this is the topological structure of the training networks. 
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Figure 2. The topology of the neural networks 
3.2 The choose of the parameters 
Using real-coded schema optimizes the initial weights of BP network. The processing expounded 
networks by the paper is of so small scale that population size is set between 20 and 100. The initial 
population (N) is100; the evolutional generation is1000; the crossover probability(Pc) is 0.6; the mutation 
probability (Pr) is 0.02; the error precision (e) is 0.001. 
3.3 The Analysis of experimental investigation  
In this paper, we choose parameters that is the extraction of natural vitamin E from schisandra 
chinensis as historical data , basing on the pharmaceutical companies in Jilin Province (the time is a 
working day in July 2010).The absolute error of natural vitamin E is defined as
100%
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Setting, the purity determination of natural vitamin E is less than 5% (ǻP = 1-P<5%). Choosing 200 
samples, there are a hundred as training samples and others do test samples, then setting the samples of 
input and output. In this algorithm, the simulation result of adaptive function shows as in Figure 3. The 
purity determination of natural vitamin E shows as in Figure 4. The predicting absolute deviation shows 
as in Figure 5.We can see from this algorithm, the predicting purity determination of natural vitamin E is 
less than 5% (ǻP<5%),that is to say, the predicting purity is above 95% ( P>95%), the predicting absolute 
deviation is less than 1% ( ei<1%).These values are all within the scope. The algorithm meets the 
requirements of the purity determination in the industrial production of natural vitamin E. 
4. Conclusion 
The genetic algorithm can span the gap of BP neural network in global search capability. The precision 
and efficiency of simulation are both better than traditional BP neural network. The methods have the 
performance of de noising for the input pattern, the better robustness and good generalization ability. The 
purity simulation result of natural vitamin E shows that it has a actual value to optimal design the purity 
of natural vitamin E in the actual production by using the genetic algorithm. 
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Figure 3. The adaptive function 
 
Figure 4. Forecast output of nature vitamin E purity determination 
 
Figure 5. Absolute error of vitamin E purity 
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